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Perfect for aspiring sleuths--master crime-solver Encyclopedia Brown lets you crack the cases along

with him!A set of the first four books in the classic mystery series starring everyone's favorite boy

detective Encyclopedia Brown! Whether Encyclopedia is solving cases for his neighborhood friends

or his chief-of-police dad, he always has an intriguing mystery to crack.Â Set includes: Encyclopedia

Brown: Boy Detective; Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Secret Pitch; Encyclopedia Brown

Finds the Clues;Â and Encyclopedia Brown Gets His Man
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I remember enjoying these books as a boy and love sharing them with my son. Besides being

enjoyable stories with admirable characters they are great for teaching reading. Solving the puzzles

requires reading with attention to the details, logic and imagination. Sometimes young readers

would rather skip difficult to read details but with these books they know they need to get each word.

I have decided to be the book grandma, and this is the perfect starter for my 7 1/2 year old

grandson. I am striving to get him as excited about reading as I did his mother 30 years ago.



This is a wonderful book for boys who like adventure. My son is dyslexic and doesn't like to read but

is required to read 3 over the summer. It's hard to get him interested in any book, but he liked these,

and they are a fairly easy read but still sophisticated enough to keep a 10 year old interested.

Mrs. Parker, my fourth grade teacher, read to us every day. I'll never forget the few times she would

read mysteries from the Encyclopedia Brown series. As children, we would sit back and imagine the

story unfold in our minds. Everyone would do their best to solve the crimes and mysteries but none

of us were a match for Encyclopedia Brown. These books will challenge young readers. They are

ideal for the 9-12 age group to read, but do well when read to younger groups of children.When my

son's school took a break for the summer season, his teacher recommended that we read and have

him read a few times each week. I am now reading from the box set and I must say, he thoroughly

enjoys the stories. They are a wonderful inspiration for young people and provide a great bonding

activity for the parents.dj coa

My daughter (almost 8) loves these. They are fun to read and solve and also good for developing

logical thinking skills. It really impresses her when I solve a case that she can't! They are

old-fashioned, which I mean in a positive sense here, but it seems lots of kids - or their parents -

aren't interested in reading "old" stuff. I say, bring on the bullies and the civil war swords. I want my

kid to know there was life before playstation.(That said, I'd love to see a similar modern series. Any

recommendations?)Each book has 10 mysteries, which makes them great for stopping and starting.

Or would, if my kid could stop reading them! I am rationing them out, one book each Saturday. Just

gave her book three, and she read one of them to me at bedtime last night because even after

reading the solution, she didn't understand it. (In the case where Bugs Meany was kidnapped, pay

attention to the hinges!)I'd love it if the others in the series came in boxed sets. We have to pay per

item for overseas shipping, and I'd obviously rather pay once than 4 times.A great intro to detective

work!

I enjoyed reading these books as a boy and my son's like them as well. They are a bit dated, but the

kids don't seem to notice it. "Put a quarter down on the gas can." Kids today are a bit brighter and

more worldly than we were back in the day. My 9 year old son had legal questions with jumping to

conclusions, probable cause and illegally obtaining evidence done by Enclyopedia Brown, but for an

easy read, starter, chapter, kids mystery these are good.



I read these when I was a kid and got them for my 9 year old niece. She loved them.

These books are awesome! My son can't wait to the end of each story so he can go to the back of

the book to see if he solved the mystery correctly :)
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